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By car (free parking space for 300 vehicules)
Direction Gent, Antwerp (A12) or Bergen:
- On the Ring of Brussels take exit 6 “Kanaalzone and Militair Ziekenhuis”
- 	At the end of the exit take a right hand turn
- 	After +/- 400m, at the Securitas-building take a left hand turn (Sint-Lendriksborre street)
- Business Faculty is situated at the Mercator Research Park at your left hand side
(2nd building)

Direction Luik, Namen, Leuven or Antwerp (E19):
- Follow direction Gent
- On the Ring of Brussels take exit 6 “Kanaalzone and Militair Ziekenhuis”
- 	At the end of the exit take a left hand turn
- 	After +/- 400m, at the Securitas-building take a left hand turn (Sint-Lendriksborre street)
- Business Faculty is situated at the Mercator Research Park at your left hand side
(2nd building)
Should your GPS System not recognize the “Sint-Lendriksborre” street, please enter
“Tyraslaan” or “Avenue Tyras” instead and add the number 75. You will then arrive at
the corner of the “Sint-Lendriksborre” street.
By train/bus:
The nearest train stations are Brussels North and Vilvoorde. To know the train schedules
please surf to the website of the NMBS: www.b-rail.be
At Brussels North you can take tram 3 in combination with bus 47 to get to Business Faculty.
From Brussels North you can also take bus 57. For all bus schedules please surf to
www.mivb.be
- Tram/Bus: Take the tram 3 direction Esplanade (take stop Heembeek). Take here
Bus 47 (stop Hoogveld). Go down the main road (Tyraslaan) until you see, on your
left, the Securitas building at the corner of Sint-Lendriksborre/Font St-Landry.
	Approximately 100 m. in (this is the Mercator Business Park) you’ll find the
Business Faculty premises on your left.
- Bus 57 (departure WTC peak hours only): last bus stop Militair Ziekenhuis - turn right
to join the main road (Tyraslaan). Go down the road until you see, on your left, the
Securitas building, at the corner of Sint-Lendriksborre/Font St-Landry. Approximately
100 m. in (this is the Mercator Business Park) you’ll find the Business Faculty premises
on your left.
- 	Coming from Vilvoorde, you can take bus 47 direction De Brouckère (bus stop Hoogveld)
by plane:
Business Faculty is situated just 10 minutes from the National Airport by taxi.
Please take a look at www.brusselsairport.be for all departure and arrival hours.
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